Time reversal invariance (TRI) and charge symmetry have been studied in polarization measurements of single-nucleon transfer reactions in the mass five system. First, we experimentally established the equality of the proton analyzing power, A, for 4He(~,d)3He at 32 MeV and the polarization, P, of the inverse reaction, thereby checking TRI. Then in a double scattering experiment using the reactions 3H(d,n)4He and 4He(n,d)3H at e cm = 38.6° and assuming·P = A (from TRI) we obtained a polarization of 0.480 ± .016 for the 50 MeV neutrons. When this value is used, good agreement is found between the analyzing power distributions of 4He(n,d)3H and 4He(~,d):3He at 50 MeV, which is consistent with charge symmetry.
Time-reversal invariance (TRI) and charge-symmetry (CS) are such important fundamental postulates in the description of nuclear interactions that any signficant test of their experimental consequences should be pursued. Very recent reports of spin-polarization experiments in some nuclear reactions show results which differ substantially from those (' expected on the basis of TRI and CS, so it is clear that additional tests of these symmetry principles are most appropriate.
Concerning TRI, Slobodrian et al. 1 reported on comparisons of the polarization (P), in the 7Li(3He,p)9Be and 9BeeHe,P)l1B reactions, with the analyzing-power (A) in the inverse reactions. Large differences between P and A of ~ 0.4 were found. For the case of the 9Be(3He,p)11B, preliminary results at Los Alamos indicate no P-A differences. 2 Since the 'P-A equality follows directly from TRI3, confirmation of the result of . ref. 1 or corroborative P-A differences in other reactions would, indeed, constitute firm evidence for violation of TRI. Additionally, Conzett 4 has examined all of the previous polarization tests of TRI in nuclear scattering and reactions, and he shows that almost all of them are really nontests of TRI and that the remaining ones are inadequate due either to lack of precision or lack of sensitivity to a violation of TRI. In view of these ~evelopments, it is now particularly important that new tests of TRI be made, and reactions can provide a more sensitive test than elastic scatteri I1g. 4 '" \ .
~
With respect to charge symmetry, a similar Pn-Apequality, which "
follows from the combination of TRI and CS, has been established in (p,n) transitions between the mirror nuclear states of an isospin doublet.s
Here, P~ is the neutron polarization in the (p,~) transition and Ap is the proton analyzing power in the (p,n) transitionwjth.J~olarized protons.
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This, however, is not an.exact equality since the Coulomb force breaks the charge symmetry. Ear ly P n -Ap differences were reduced to equal it i es by ] ater more preci se measurements, 6 7 but surpri singly 1 arge di fferences were found 7 in the 15N(p,n)1~0 reaction for proton energies in the region of 5 to 9 MeV, where resonance structure is prevalent. Even though the magnitude of these differences has been produced in a continuum shellmodel calculation with a standard two-nucleon interaction that includes We report here extensive use of the P-A equal i ty i n measurements of single nucleon transfer reactions in the mass-5 system. In one set of '- ·measurements thi s theorem is checked by compari ng the ana 1yz i ng power of In the second experiment an absolute measurement of the polarization was made wi th the 50 MeV pol ari zed neutron faci lity13 at the Crocker Nuclear Laboratory 76-inch cyclotron by using a double scattering technique first proposed by Barschall. 14 The polarized neutrons produced at BLab = 29.7° from the reaction TCd,n)4He passed through a spin rotation magnet and then impinged on a liquid nitrogen cooled 4 He gas cell.
Simultaneous left-right measure~ents were then made of the deuterons from the reaction 4He(n,d)T at BLab = 25° with a pair of plastic scintillation counter telescopes. At these angl es, the center of mass energi es and angl es are the same for these inverse reactions and· the pol ari zat i on of the neutrons produced in the firs t reaction is equal to the neutron analyzing power of the second reaction from the P-A equality.
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Another pair of telescopes measured the analyzing power at other . angles while the absolute measurement was being made at 25°. Data were taken ina seri es of consecuti ve spi n-up and spi n-down runs. The 1 eft,
. right, spin-up, and spin-down yields were combined in the usual way15 to obtain the measured asymmetry" c. Possible systematic effects in the measurement at 25° were investigated by i nterchangi ng detectors. The telescope pair used at other angles was moved to 25°. In addition, the left and right telescopes w1thin a pair were interchanged.
The ki nemat i c condi t ions necessary for the absolute measurement were 
* ccorrected is the measured asymmetry corrected for the finite acceptance of the targets and the detectors.
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